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a b s t r a c t

This paper explores the effectiveness of Particle Swarm Classification (PSC) for a classification task in the
field of educational data mining. More specifically, it proposes PSC to design a classification model
capable of classifying questions into the six cognitive levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. To this end, this paper
proposes a novel specialized initialization mechanism based on Rocchio Algorithm (RA) to mitigate the
adverse effects of the curse of dimensionality on the PSC performance. Furthermore, in the design of
the RA-based PSC model of questions classification, several feature selection approaches are investigated.
In doing so, a dataset of teachers’ classroom questions was collected, annotated manually with Bloom’s
cognitive levels, and transformed into a vector space representation. Using this dataset, several experi-
ments are conducted, and the results show a poor performance of the standard PSC due to the curse of
dimensionality. However, when the proposed RA-based initialization mechanism is used, a significant
improvement in the average performance, from 0.243 to 0.663, is obtained. In addition, the results indi-
cate that the feature selection approaches play a role in the performance of the RA-based PSC (average
performance ranges from 0.535 to 0.708). Finally, a comparison between the performance of RA-based
PSC (average performance = 0.663) and seven machine learning approaches (best average perfor-
mance = 0.646) confirms the effectiveness of the proposed RA-based PSC approach.
� 2017 The Author. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a swarm-based optimiza-
tion approach inspired by social behaviour of bird flocks and fish
schools (Poli et al., 2007). Simply, PSO maintains a swarm of parti-
cles, where each particle is defined by a position in a search space
that represents a potential solution to the optimization problem at
hand. In PSO process, each particle flies across the search space and
adjusts its position in favour of better one by combining some
aspects of the history of its own current and best position with
those of one or more members of the swarm. Over a number of
iterations, the swarm as a whole, like a flock of birds collectively
foraging for food, moves closer to the optimum position
(Engelbrecht, 2006). Conventionally, PSO has been applied success-

fully to function optimization problems, however, in the recent
years a remarkable growth in its application to problems in other
areas has been reported. Data mining is one of those areas, where
PSO is being applied to problems such as clustering, classification,
feature selection, and outlier detection (Grosan et al., 2006;
Martens et al., 2011). For classification, PSO has only recently
gained increasing interest through a specific PSO variant, called
Particle Swarm Classification (Nouaouria and Boukadoum, 2010;
Nouaouria et al., 2013), though its first application to classification
dates back to 2004 (Sousa et al., 2004). The cumulative evidence
since then suggests that PSC is a suitable and competitive tech-
nique, which can be applied efficiently to demanding data classifi-
cation problems, especially when accurate, yet comprehensible
classifiers are required (Abraham et al., 2007).

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging data mining
field that focuses on the development of methods for exploring
unique types of educational data arising from an educational sys-
tem or process (Romero and Ventura, 2013). In EDM, as well as
other data mining fields, classification is a major task which
appears in different contexts, and to which different techniques
have been applied. A thorough review of EDM classification works,
reported in five key EDM surveys (Baker and Yacef, 2009; Peña,
2014; Pena et al., 2009; Romero and Ventura, 2007, 2010) reveals
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that a particular offshoot of PSO specialized for data classification,
called PSC, has not been investigated for a classification of educa-
tional data. Therefore, this research proposes PSC to build a classi-
fication component in teaching effectiveness model, which is
capable of classifying teachers’ classroom questions into the six
cognitive levels of Bloom’s taxonomy.

Furthermore, to mitigate the adverse effects of curse of dimen-
sionality, an inherent problem of high dimensional dataset, this
paper proposes a novel specialized initialization mechanism that
is based on a particular information retrieval algorithm, called
Rocchio Algorithm. The rationale behind proposing RA-based ini-
tialization mechanism can be expressed as follows: In many previ-
ous studies, the key role of initialization mechanisms for
evolutionary algorithms, e.g. PSO, has been emphasized (Jabeen
et al., 2009; Omran and Al-Sharhan, 2008; Pant et al., 2008;
Parsopoulos and Vrahatis, 2002; Uy et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2009). Nonetheless, some researches have started to
question this role in high dimensional space (Kazimipour et al.,
2014; Xue et al., 2014). More specifically, it has been reported that
the advanced generic initialization mechanisms perform poorly in
high dimensional space, and hence the performance of many evo-
lutionary algorithms deteriorate significantly. Alternatively, a new
trend has started to focus on developing specialized initialization
mechanisms to improve the performance of evolutionary algo-
rithms in high dimensional space (Ma and Vandenbosch, 2012;
Xue et al., 2014). The specialized initialization mechanism exploits
problem-specific knowledge to identify a promising region in the
search space at which the evolution can occur. A particular region,
which has been proven to be promising for the initialization of evo-
lutionary algorithms, has been introduced in centre-based sam-
pling theory (Rahnamayan and Wang, 2009b, 2009a). According
to this theory, the centre region of the search space contains points
with higher probability to be closer to the unknown optimal solu-
tion. On this basis, RA is proposed to identify the centre region of
the search space for data classification, and thus ensure a promis-
ing initialization of the PSC particles.

In addition, since feature selection plays a crucial role in data
classification, the effect of feature selection approaches on the pro-
posed RA-based PSC is investigated. More specifically, the perfor-
mance of RA-based PSC is investigated with the following four
feature selection approaches: Term Frequency (TF) (Xu and Chen,
2010), Mutual information (MI) (Yang and Pedersen, 1997), Chi
Square (v2) (Galavotti et al., 2000), and Information Gain (IG)
(Mladenic, 1998). Finally, the proposed RA-based PSC approach is
validated by comparing its results with the results of the following
Machine Learning (ML) approaches (Mitchell, 1997): k-nearest
neighbor (kNN), Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), decision tree algorithm (J48), a rule based ML algorithm
(RIPPER, JRip), Adaptive Boosting method (AdaBoost), and Bayesian
Networks (ByesNet), which have been applied to the same data set
under the same settings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next
section describes PSC in details. The subsequent section introduces
the proposed RA-based PSC technique. Then, in Section 4, the
recent literature on PSC, EDM, and the specific task of questions
classification is reviewed. Thereafter, Section 5 describes how
PSC is applied to the questions classification task. Afterwards, the
experimental results are presented in Section 6 and discussed in
Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, the drawn conclusions are
presented.

2. Particle swarm classification

In many fields, PSO is one of the most widely used technique for
solving complex optimization problems (Engelbrecht, 2006).

Basically, PSO maintains a swarm of particles that represent poten-
tial solution to the given optimization problem. Associated with
each particle are two values representing particle’s position and
velocity. Furthermore, each particle has a learning component that
merges two types of information: cognitive information (particle’s
own experience) and social information (entire swarm’s experi-
ence). While the cognitive information represents the best solution
a particle has ever achieved in its history, the social information is
the best position the swarm has ever achieved. Together, the cog-
nitive and the social information are used to calculate the velocity
of particles and then their next positions. Typically, PSO starts with
a random initialization of particles’ velocities and positions. Then,
the particles move from one position to another to find a better
solution

The Standard PSO Algorithm
begin
for each particle i
randomly initialize particle’s position pi and velocity vi

while (t < Tmax)
for each particle i
determine the particle fitness value, fi
if fi is better than fbi // fbi is the fitness of the current

local best position
then bi = pi

fbi = fi // bi is current local best position
if fi is better than fg // fg is the fitness of the current global

best position
then pg = pi
fg = fi // pg is current global best position

end for
for each particle i
calculate particle velocity, vi // Eq. 1
update particle position, pi // Eq. 2

end for
end while

end

More formally, as demonstrated in the standard PSO algorithm
above, the PSO maintains a swarm of M particles, where each par-
ticle is composed of three N-dimensional vectors (N is the dimen-
sionality of the search space): the current position (pi), the
previous best position (bi), and the velocity (vi). Each particle moves
iteratively with an adaptable velocity within the search space and
retains in memory the best position it ever reached. The objective
of PSO is to keep finding better positions and updating pi and bi
by adding vi coordinates to pi and adjusting vi from one iteration
to the next as follows: for a particle i, velocity at time t + 1 ðv tþ1

i Þ
is a linear combination of its velocity at time t ðv t

i Þ, the difference
between the position of the best solution found by the particle up
to time t and its current position ðbt

i � pt
i Þ, and the difference

between the best position ever found by the total swarm and the
particle’s current position ðbt

g � pt
i Þ.

v tþ1
i ¼ w:v t

i ðtÞ þ c1:Uð0;1Þ � ðbt
i � pt

i Þ þ c2:Uð0;1Þ � ðbt
g � pt

i Þ ð1Þ
where � denotes point–wise vector multiplication; U(0,1) is a func-
tion that returns a vector whose positions are randomly generated
by a uniform distribution in the range [0,1]; c1 is the cognitive
parameter; c2 is the social parameter; and w is the inertia factor
whose range is [0, 1]. The velocity values must be within a range
defined by two parameters: vmin and vmax. The position of each par-
ticle i in the next step is then computed by summing its current
position and its velocity:
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